Touch-Up Paint Instructions
OW Lee Touch-Up Paint is designed to be used for small areas where the original finish has been scratch,
flaked off or where rust/oxidization has occurred.
Touching-Up your furniture will prolong the life of the finish and keep any rust or oxidization from spreading.
If you require more than simple touch-up we suggest having your furniture re-powder coated. Powder is
available for purchase through the OW Lee Website and your local authorized retailer can suggest a reputable
re-powder coating company.

AEROSOL TOUCH-UP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Surface must be free of grease, rust and wax. Rust in joints and crevices may be removed by using a
Detail Brush. If needed, contact our Customer Service Department.
2.

Mask off or protect area from over spray.

3. Allow the can to warm to room temperature.
4. SHAKE until the balls inside break loose and rattle. Shake 2 minutes, swirling container so balls travel
around the bottom groove of can.
5. REPEAT the shaking procedure for at least 10 seconds after each minute of spraying.
6. TEST spray for proper distance. If too far away from surface, coverage will be uneven.
7. APPLY with “dusting strokes”. Allow the paint to become tacky before applying the next coat.
8. If spray stops, or becomes or irregular, twist the sprayhead from side to side without removing it.
9. When finished painting, clean sprayhead valve (hold can upside down and spray for 2 seconds).
10. Never spray with valve only partly open. Press the sprayhead all the way down.
11. To use the entire contents, hold the sprayhead down and rotate cab until all material is used.

TOUCH-UP PEN INSTRUCTIONS
1. Shake well
2. Depress tip to start flow for application
3. Wipe excess with cloth
4. Close tightly after use
5. Store pen on its side

TROUBLE SHOOTING
PROBLEM
Color does not match
Color appears flat or hazy
Surface appears streaky
Can’t achieve proper gloss
Paint appears saggy or has runs

SOLUTION
The bottle was not shaken enough
Too hot or humid, adjust to room temperature
Finish is uneven, apply additional coat
Apply additional coat
Too much paint was applied, increase the speed of your hand
motion as you apply the paint

NOTE: SEE CONTAINER FOR WARNING AND FIRST AID INFORMATION
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